We formulate conjectures regarding the maximum value and maximizing matrices of the permanent and of diagonal products on the set of stochastic matrices with bounded rank. We formulate equivalent conjectures on upper bounds for these functions for nonnegative matrices based on their rank, row sums and column sums. In particular we conjecture that the permanent of a singular nonnegative matrix is bounded by 1 2 times the minimum of the product of its row sums and the product of its column sums, and that the product of the elements of any diagonal of a singular nonnegative matrix is bounded by 1 4 times the minimum of the product of its row sums and the product of its column sums.
Introduction
The permanent of a real n × n matrix is defined by per(A) = σ∈Sn n i=1 a iσ(i) Consider the familiar inequality for the permanent of an n × n (row or column) stochastic matrix A [1]:
Equality is obtained iff A is a permutation matrix, and in particular a necessary condition for equality is that rank(A) = n. One could naturally ask then: What is the maximum value of the permanent function and what are the maximizing matrices in the set of stochastic matrices with rank bounded from above by some k < n ? In this note we conjecture an answer to this question.
An equivalent result to inequality 1 is the following bound for the permanent of a nonnegative matrix A:
where (r 1 , . . . , r n ) and (c 1 , . . . , c n ) are the row sums and column sums of A respectively.
We formulate our conjecture in the equivalent "nonnegative formulation" as well.
CONTACT Y. Lavi. Email: yairlv@gmail.com Let σ ∈ S n be any permutation. We call n i=1 a iσ(i) a diagonal product of A. Similarly to the permanent conjecture we formulate a conjecture for the maximum of any diagonal product on the set of stochastic matrices with bounded rank and also present it in the equivalent "nonnegative formulation".
We begin in Section 2 with notations and definitions. In Section 3, we formulate the conjecture regarding the permanent function and in Section 4 we formulate the conjecture regarding the diagonal products.
Preliminaries
We denote by M n the set of real n × n matrices and by M + n the set of nonnegative matrices in M n .
We denote the set of nonnegative matrices of rank less than or equal to k by
Let R n denote the set of row stochastic matrices in M + n , so R n is the set of n × n real matrices A =(a ij ) satisfying:
we denote the set of row stochastic matrices of rank less than or equal to k by
Similarly, we will write L n , and L k n for the sets of column stochastic matrices and column stochastic matrices of rank less than or equal to k, respectively.
For a matrix A ∈ M + n with rows A 1 , . . . , A n and row sums r i > 0, i = 1, . . . , n, we will denote by A r the row stochastic matrix whose rows are
. Similarly, for a matrix A ∈ M + n with columnsÃ 1 , . . . ,Ã n and column sums c j > 0, j = 1, . . . , n, we will denote by A c the column stochastic matrix whose columns arẽ
cn . Notation 1 (The Set of Compositions of n with s parts). We denote by P n;s ⊂ R s the set of all positive integer compositions of n, with exactly s parts, so r ∈ P n;s iff s i=1 r i = n , r i ∈ N, i = 1, 2 . . . , s. Let J r be the r × r doubly stochastic matrix whose entries all equal to 1 r . Definition 2.1 ( s-composition matrix). Given a composition r = (r 1 , r 2 , .., r s ) ∈ P n;s we shall call the doubly stochastic matrix J r1 ⊕ J r2 ..... ⊕ J rs an s-composition matrix and denote it by J r Notation 2. Let π : S n → M n be the natural permutation representation of the symmetric group S n defined by π(σ) ij = δ σ(i),j and denote its image, the set of permutation matrices, by S n = π(S n ).
Conjectures for the permanent function
We formulate our conjecture in two equivalent forms, starting with the stochastic matrices formulation: Conjecture 1. Maximum of the permanent function on the set of stochastic matrices with bounded rank. For k, n ∈ N, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let R k n (L k n ) be the set of n×n row (column) -stochastic matrices of rank less than or equal to k, and let r, s ∈ N be the unique integers such that n = rk + s, 0 ≤ s < k .Then
with equality iff A = P J r Q where r = (r, r, . . . , r ) and P, Q ∈ S n are any two permutation matrices.
In particular the maximizing matrices are doubly stochastic matrices of rank = k.
We now present the equivalent formulation for nonnegative matrices. The equivalence of the two formulations is trivial.
Conjecture 2. Permanent function of nonnegative matrices with bounded rank. For k, n ∈ N, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let M +k n be the set of n × n nonnegative matrices of rank less than or equal to k, let r, s ∈ N be the unique integers such that n = rk + s, 0 ≤ s < k and let r = (r, r, . . . , r (k−s)-times , r + 1, r + 1, . . . , r + 1
where (r 1 , . . . , r n ) and (c 1 , . . . , c n ) are the row sums and column sums of A respectively, with equality iff one of the following holds:
(1) A has a zero row or a zero column
In particular for singular nonnegative matrices we make the following conjecture:
Conjecture 3. Permanent function of nonnegative singular matrices. Let A be a singular nonnegative matrix and let r = (1, 1, . . . , 1
Conjectures for diagonal products
We formulate our conjecture in two equivalent forms, starting with the stochastic matrices formulation:
Conjecture 4. Maximum of diagonal products on the set of stochastic matrices with bounded rank. Let σ ∈ S n be any permutation.
be the set of n × n row (column) -stochastic matrices of rank less or equal to k, and let r, s ∈ N be the unique integers such that n = rk + s, 0 ≤ s < k .Then
with equality iff A = P t J r P π(σ) where r = (r, r, . . . , r (k−s)-times , r + 1, r + 1, . . . , r + 1 s-times ) and P ∈ S n is any permutation matrix.
Conjecture 5. Diagonal products of nonnegative matrices with bounded rank.
Let σ ∈ S n be any permutation. For k, n ∈ N, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, let M +k n be the set of n × n nonnegative matrices of rank less or equal to k, let r, s ∈ N be the unique integers such that n = rk + s, 0 ≤ s < k and let r = (r, r, . . . , r (k−s)-times , r + 1, r + 1, . . . , r + 1 where (r 1 , . . . , r n ) and (c 1 , . . . , c n ) are the row sums and column sums of A respectively, with equality iff one of the following holds:
c i and A r = P t J r P π(σ) and A c = P ′t J r P ′ π(σ) for some
Conjecture 6. Diagonal products of nonnegative singular matrices. Let σ ∈ S n be any permutation, let A be a singular nonnegative matrix and let r = (1, 1, . . . , 1
(n−2)-times
(1) A has a zero row or a zero column (2) 0 < n i=1 r i < n i=1 c i and A r = P t J r P π(σ) for some P ∈ S n (3) 0 < n i=1 c i < n i=1 r i and A c = P t J r P π(σ) for some P ∈ S n (4) 0 < n i=1 r i = n i=1 c i and A r = P t J r P π(σ) and A c = P ′t J r P ′ π(σ) for some P, P ′ ∈ S n
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